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Parts in Kit

MX50707

Picture Note: Bag of parts are shown in box.

NOTE: Retain these installation instructions with your 
machine operator’s manual. 

Parking Safely

1. Stop machine on a level surface, not on a slope.

2. Disengage mower blades or any other attachments.

3. Lower attachments to the ground.

4. Lock the park brake.

5. Stop the engine.

6. Remove the key.

7. Wait for engine and all moving parts to stop before you 
leave the operator’s seat.

8. Close fuel shut-off valve, if your machine is equipped.

9. Disconnect the negative battery cable or remove the 
spark plug wire(s) (for gasoline engines) before servicing 
the machine.

Assemble Canopy

MX17150

1. Insert support bracket (D) into longest leg of upper rear 
support (C) aligning slot in upper rear support with spring 
retainer on support bracket.

Qty. Description

1 Canopy Top (A)

2 Lower Rear Support (B)

2 Upper Rear Support (C)

2 Support Bracket (D)

1 Cross Support (E)
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2 Front Support (F)

2 Adapter (G)

2 Hex Screw (H)

2 Nut (I)

2 Washer (J)

2 Spring Locking Pin (K)

Qty. Description
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2. Repeat for second support bracket and upper rear 
support.

MX17151

3. Install sections of cross support (E) together.

4. Insert cross support into brackets (D).

MX17152

5. Lay canopy top upside down on a flat surface. Slide 
upper supports through sewn tubes in canopy top.

MX17153

6. Insert lower rear supports (B) into upper rear supports 
(C) aligning slots in upper supports with spring retainers on 
lower supports.

7. Install rear supports in CargO Mount System™ brackets 
in rear fenders.

8. Assemble one front support and slide end without wire 
clip through sewn tube in canopy top. Repeat for other front 
support.

MX50682

9. Be sure retaining clip (L) attached to rod is fully inserted 
into the end of each of the lower rear support (B).

MX50683

10.Insert lower rear support (B) with clear plastic bushing 
into the adapter (G) until a tight fit is achieved. Plastic 
bushing should be all the way into the adapter.

11.Install hex screw (H), washer (J), and nut (I), so that nut 
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IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Do not overtighten hex 
screw on assembly or parts may crack.
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is in recessed area (M) on assembly. Tighten hex screw to 
secure position of assembly.

MX50684

12.Insert adapter (G) with rod into the front cargo mount of 
the tractor as shown.

MX50685

13.Lift tractor hood and insert spring locking pin (K) into the 
cross hole in the bottom of the adapter (G) under the cargo 
mount as shown.

14.Adjust canopy top over frame as needed.

Removing Canopy

MX50685

1. Open hood and remove spring locking pin (K) from 
cross hole in adapter (G). Remove rod from cargo mount 
and install spring locking pin back into hole in adapter.

Transporting
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IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Remove canopy when 
transporting the machine on a trailer. Damage to the 
canopy or machine may occur if left installed during 
transport.

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Remove canopy when 
transporting the machine on a trailer. Damage to the 
canopy or machine may occur if left installed during 
transport.
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